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COLD WATER ON SALT WATER
I.
The search for fresh water has employed a large part of manets energies
for a very long time because his very existence has depended on finding it.
Civilizations themselves have risen and fallen with the water level, and
history has often recorded the migrations of people trying, among other
things, to quench their thirst.
They are still trying.

In our country we have been hearing much in

recent years about water shortages.

Cattlemen and ranchers in the far West,

plagued by a succession of severe drouths over a period of years, have been
hard hit and in desperation have turned to professional rain-makers,
petitioned Congress, or have just prayed.

have

City dwellers in the East and

South have occasionally been sharply restricted in their use of water, have
at times gone bathless, and, in restaurants and hotels, even drinkless.
Faced with the prospects of a nation getting thirstier and dirtier by
the lay, a joint committee of the United States Senate held a series of
formal hearings in 1951 in an effort to remedy a situation reputedly bad
and threatening to become worse.

After a few preliminary remarks about

Mark Twain's old saw to the effect that everybody talks about the weather
but nobody ever does anything about it,

the committee settled to the serious

business of exploring two lines of thought:

artificial rain-making by cloud

nucleation and converting salt water into fresh.

There were considerations

and debates, reports, letters, claims and counterclaims.

All kinds of

people in public and private life, many of them eminent and reasonable men,
vere called to give their testionwy.

All kinds of schemes for increasing

the available supply of water were proposed, some of them rational and
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cautious, a few of them clearly lunatic.

Eventually the committee emerged

with a three hundred page report, calling for federally sponsored research
into rain-making and salt water conversion.

As subsequently reviewed by

Congress, these goals were somewhat modified.

Because of its equivocal

nature, the problem of artificial rain-aking was set aside altogether, and
the bill that passed restricted itself to setting up a program for saltwater conversion, to be initiated by the Bureau of Reclamation and financed
by two million dollars frm the public funds.

In recognition of the high

costs of turning salt water into fresh, the specific purpose of this program
was to develop a means of reducing the costs of this operation to a point
within reach of ordinary people:

farmers, townspeople, and industrialists

in all water restricted areas of the United States.
The interesting thing about all this is that in neither comittee hearings nor Congresi•eoAl debate did anyone seriously challenge the assumptions
underlyln

the bill. namely, that there really is a general shortage of fresh

water in the United States and that the conversion of sea water into fresh
promises to be the most sensible way of increasing our supply of it.

Just

how wide of the mark these assumptions really are has been show by scientists
at The RAND Corporation in
study.

ranta Monica

California, in a foundation-supported

Two engineers, Hr. James C. Deiaven and Mr. Linn C. Oar,

and an

eeeamWsst, Mr. Jack Hirshleifer, have taken a good, hard lock at our water
problen and have roeently issued their report, A Brief Survey of the Teahn•_olr
an, ESgies 9f Water MMS

o. Because it

goes far to dispel the errors of

popular thinking that ranomd this issue at every turn and therefore deserves
a wider audience then it

san ever have as a scientific report, the present

writer has undertaken to smiarise its essential points.
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The truth of the matter, as the RAND scientists point out, is that the
term "water shortage" often conceals a confusion of thought.

Thanks to the

imensities of the hydrologic cycle (the natural course of water in its
various forms from ocean to atamosphere to land), there can be no such thing
as an absolute shortage of water.

Rainfall for the United Stated as a whole

averges approdmately l,568400 billion gallons a year.

The total national

consumption of water amounts to about 4.7 per cent of this figtre or 17 per
cent if we deduct what is lost of this by evapotranspiration, the process
whereby water from the ground passes through a plant and from the leaves into
the atmosphere.

This is not to say that everybody has all the water he needs

or that water in certain isolated comnities is not held at a pr

Vamum.
It

is to say that water cannot be "short" in the sense that its total supply can
be afhusted, for there is always more water ava:lable--2Lgjj.E

.

The

problem, therefore, for any commimty in need of water is one of determining
the most economical and expeditious way of getting its next increment.

And

when it cams to mamining its water problam in this way, no oamalty of any
alse in the United States today is likely to find salt-4ster conversion now
or in the Imedlate future the most sensible way of going about it.
II.

Superficially s the issue we appraised In

aingtn probably nowhere

is it today more generally misunderstood at the popular level than in
Southern Callfornia.

Lee Angeles newspapers repeatedly talk about water

shortages and just as frecuently chronicle neo sohms for tuning sa water
into fresh.

Actually, there is no water crisis in 3outben California

at present.

kt it water problems ast

anywhere In the United States,
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Southern California Is a god place to look for them.

In fact, it is agood

place to consider the whole question of water supply in general, for the
situation there in respect to supply and demad is more or less typical of
what aidts or may eist in the future in other parts of the country.

With

regard to the potentialities of salt-ater conversion, this section of
California is representative of all coastal regions where people leok
atpectantly to the ocean for additional supplies.

As for the euentimual

saures of fresh water, whether pmped from the groumd or piped in frau distant
sources, it is certainly no better off than other localities of equal sis.
and importance where water has become, rightly or wrongly, a public 'osue;
and it Is a geat deal worse off than mot.

Sam of the things, therefore,

tMat am be usefully sad or dome about the situation there my well be of

sipfiesmee

,lsouhere.

It Is not entirely umnataral that the public outcry about water shorUtag
should be especially load in Scuthem California.

With a yearly rminfal of

about fiftem Inchee, and these almost entirely durin
land outside the cities is distressing,

the winter months, the

dry for long periode of the yeou.

Duing sueh times water plays a critieal, indeed a spsetacular, role, partlcem-

larly %ben the onl water to be bad must ome out of a pipe.
of the atlarug things you em @a
mkes It blom-my-

~ut Lee MAnl

At least ne

is tat thouh mater

as the reee-the desert threatens to resala It whmnever

you ton off the tap*

Tbhee ane other pLasee In the Ohfted States that ane ms amid the yw

md, but nes of then even app ees Sothern Callfbmia i
in pePAstim.

it of all the people in Caf

of the statep Into,
in srt,

sA

l or

i live In this me eemer

ay be called the Los Angee area.

The
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region comprises the ",, r count.'es of Los Angeles, 3an Bernardino, Riverside,
and Orange, and adjoins San Diego and its environs to the south.
large and growing population the area provides loes
state's total water supply.

For a

than 1.5 per cent of the

This 1.5 per cent represents the water contained

in a chain of aquifers, naturally formed reservoirs that underlie the area
and are charged by runoff from the mountains to the north and east.

It is

relatively cheap water, about $5 an acre-foot (325,851 gallons), free to
anyone except for the expense of digging a hole in the ground and pumping, it
out.

This is precisely what people in ever increasing numbers have been doing.
In 1949 approdimately 980,000 acre-feet were drawn from these underground
sources, principally for irrigational purposes.

This rate of draft is about

250,000 acre-feet per year beyond the capacity of the aquifers to recharge
themselves, for the water level has been consistently falling for a number of
years.
feet.

Today it is largely below sea level, in some places as much as seventy
This is a dangerous level in areas near the ocean because of the

possibility of contamination by salt water.

In fact this has actually

occurred, to the gre4t dismay of people whose wells have been made useless
as far inland as two and three mdles.

In brief, it we consider the lack of

rainfall, the sandy river beds, the contaminated wells, the falling water
table, and a persistently growing dand for water, the picture looks pretty
grim.

If there really is a water problem any%.ere in the United States, it

certainly ought to be in Southern California.
But the picture is alarming only If one does not look closer.

During the

early development of this area, it was realised that the capacity of the local
wd•erpomA supply was going to be insufficient to meet the demands of
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ueczted Srowth and develeso-t.

In 1913 an aqueduct to the Owens River we

Installed and later extended to the Nano bain.
of about 320,000 acre-feet a Year.

It has a present capacity

For many yeaws ecess winter flow from

this systm um used to recharge the aquifer wnder the San Fenando Valley
fer use during peak demands in the msm
year-round denmand made stoage

.

In recent years, hewver, increased

out of the question.

?o meet this threats the

Netropolitan Water District of Southen California ran an aqueduct of immene
proportions all the way to the Colorado River.

Sinme 1911 this river has

been supplying the area with a gradually increasing animt of fresh water.
During fiscal year 1951-52 this cams to 150,OO0 acre-feet.
ammintely 320,000 from the Owens River, plus 980000)

This asnomt plus

frem the local f'ound

supply gives a total of 1#150,000 acre-feet as the ammal water consunption
of the four metropolitan countles.

The District can supply then with an

ammil draft of about 1,050,000 aerso-feet frm the Colorado.

The aqueduct

us comstructed to handle this capacity plus an addtitienal 150,000 acre-feet
fer the San Diego region.

In other wod,

eument use from the aqueduct ti

ony a faetion of the capacity assiped to the area.
aere-feet a year Is -e
the Ipln ten

The wntapped 900,000

than sufficient to allow a 60 per cent increase In
of vter.

Ths additieUml mout of wvters it omt be admitted, is in disputo.
Utit~ion betwem Califeiia and Ariram
emueet-

oeve int•evtatiam of earlier

io am before the 3uprem Coerte. Soml the Court flad In ftaver

of Adam, it is perretly

em

letms would

to spose that

be made mow.

lbw. rmins a

pOeibl•ly of brieSing

Uver watershad nerth of 0eenmo

tee frm the "tbeer

e there is am MeOe

epply.

A pam
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to pipe it all the way down to the Mexican border has already been outlined
by the Division of Water Resources of the California State Departaint of
Public Works.

It would have an estlmated capacity of 3,600,000 acre-feet a

year, of which 850,000 is scheduled for Los Angeles and surrounding area.
In plain terms, if we ignore all other additional sources-redistribution
and reclamation of water already used or the possibilities of turning the
Pacific into drinking water-this part of Southern California has a potential
supply of about three million acre-feet of fresh water a year or twice the
amount now consumed.

Even if population and industrial expansion continue

at the same phenomenal rate of the past teon years this amount of water cal
be considered adequate for a long time to com.

The term "water shortage

in Southern California really means only that the next increment of water is
going to cost more than the last.
People are already paying more, for there is no additional supply of $5
water from undergrmund.

Ovens River water is about $0 an acre-foot*

Colorado water, softened, is about the sm price; unsottened, about $10.
Water piped dam trom the Feather River will be met expensive of all, perhaps
$5.0 to 6100 an acre-foot or even me. It is obWious, therefore, that if we
acknouoedge the realities of the

eblm, we should be talking about what

water can be had and what we are going to pay for It.

And It is in just such

term that we ought to consider the popular proposal to convert sea water
into drinking water.

III.

Any popular discussion of water shorta&e is frequently if not invariably
followed by a proposal to convert salt water into treh.

And smbody, it
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vilusually be added, had better hry up and do somethi•g about it.
There is a certain justification for people's thinking along these lines.
It is generlly knom that distillation is used by ships at sea, has been, in
fact, ever since Sir Joen HNkyn sailed against the Spanish sam four hundred
requinsn

It is also a relatively siple process,

yews ago.

Mnly a tea-

kettle and a fire. What not people do not know are the engineering wad, in
particular, the ecanomic diffimcuties of changing salt moter into fresh am
aW large scale., With respect to these difficulties, salt-qater conversion
has a poplar appeal that is not warranted by the facts.
There are a naber of mothods currently in operation in and out of the
laboretr7 that range bm slqle distilling to wre or less covwlieted
ebmieal pmeeeses.

In effect they all remov either the salt frm the water

er the water trem the alt. Among those that take the water &W frem the
It consists

salt, the oldest and simplest is the distillaten proeees.

The maehiaer• ieolved In this p•eese varies from the pocket-

the stem.
ese1

water b7 heat and thee ene-e- a

of vaporising mater tm slt

biclly

eM0allimeewsed by 4distressI

The m•tiple-etteet evapewater Us asthinmre th
=its, e&ad offsetsee

f

u et.

seeman to the IMP
a serle

f distilling

m eetad with sash etoer so tkat the ste

or yapor

ms ie used to beat the salt water in the met, and so =dmr
as tive or six fttlets

to as a

h is thee om bit

te

linme

resseatly In Persia,

the largest maIU~plemoffeet evaporator In adstaise ad sapable of supplying
720#WO

ptse ot its
I
Iny.

oe fresh ater a

pas

patUa 6d0

a

oliftig
et

pMrt nmlar

hbtd of
etting

its"el,

No,@Iitd

aO

the

ia effeet* 1W Its a best straws, tu

tater
fesh

Is me of the amoe asupi,

To

weshaout 4=0, a oft* that M to redmedd
P-oft$@ at ass's-feet of aster8
to.-MeY

0 If westo heat to 41e0red.
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The problem of heat is wturslly of great Importance and has been
solved in a few instances by the direct application of solar energy.

This

is the method utilized in the mit water conversion kits usd aboard life
rafts in World War II.

It vas also used as far back as the 1880's in Wile.

vhere a distillation system was set up in the nitrate mines to provide 6,000
gallons of fresh water a day.

The equilment, covering an acre of ground

and resebling a very larg greenhouse, consisted of vooden trays filled
with salt water under sloping glass covers.
water into vapor

Rest from the sun turned the

vhich collected cc and then ran down the glass covers into

a system of pipes ad receptacles.

The fact that the erg

to operate this

method is had for nothing is mach in its favor. though the vast acrese
necessary to produce water In larp quantities ha. made econolists stop
and consider.

Iven so, this method can produce fresh water at the rate of

$350 an gem-foot, Mad supposing & more ideal proce"s with greater effictences.
engnteers have estimated that costs in the future my be reduced to $100.
A more recent deelopment it the vapor-c
devia*, vpor frN

salt water to vtwithsd

a by pA

Is cowressd to Increase Its ecnmat ion ta
is then rfturmd to a beat ozemb

resstci

eaporstor.

to this

from a evaporator shel,

deg

rature a fe

st, and

pr within the evaporator shell . Sere it

cmienses the latent heat givw off being usd to bet more ealine water
to the seU.

This

"

of evaporator is sore emt
eomcel

henthe
n UmLtiple-

effect type and ass be bult more coctl$,. According to Deft bervood of
the

osacahusetts Institute of tecaolqW, It

around $00 as

re-foot.

an produce ftveb wter for

MS tfar o•ty relatively mil =Ite law bern

constructed. bt lUp-r case are partsetLy feasible.
my produce this same seat

Vith IwovMte they

of water In the future for $200.
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Perhaps the most ingenious method of all is that of the Fresh selentist
Georges Claude.

Working on the principle that te-perature differences in

nature constitute a potential source of energy. COaude suested an apparatus
that utilized cold deep am water and relatively war= surface water.

In

this system, warm sea water is piped into an evaporator under reduced pressure,
vhere a smell fraction evaporates, pining its latent heat througb a 50 7
cooling of the reminder of the water.

The vapor formed passes to a con-

denser at still lover pressure, where it is condensed by cooler am water.
An unusual feature of this method is that in addition to fresh water it
produces energy in the form of electricity.

te

vapor as it passes from

the evaporator to the condenser is made to operate a turbine, conected in
turn to a genrotor.

A smell model now in operati-*a at the Lbiversity of

California requires 10 horsepoer to generate 4.6 horsepower of electricity.
A mach larger and therefore more efficient unit. capable of producing 100.000
ellons of water. vould generate a little more electricity than is needed to
operate the pumps.

When completely assembled and in operation. this mchine

--

one has to resist the izpX.se to oLi it a contraption -- ought to produce
large quantities of fresh water and the illusion of perpetual motion.
Rngineers have proposed the construction of a plant in Abidjan, French West
Africa. and it has been estiated that it could supply water for as little
as $150 an acre-foot.

If •aste heat is used in lieu of an undersea pipe line.

the cost xigt be reduced to $100.
There are other ways of removing water from salt. but most of them have
not progr-ssed beyond the exploratory ste

and are therefore difficult to

evaluate.
One such method involves freezing fresh-water crystals out of a saline

*

~

M4

•

•
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solution.

Aside from the fact that it could not produce an acre-foot of

fresh water for mch under $h0.

there is the technical difficulty, not yet

satisfactorLLy overcome, of eliminating the salt water that occasionally
become entrapped vithin the crystals.

Another method, for which there are

no cost estimates but which is technically feasible,. operates by means of
semi-permeable mebranes.

Salt water. separated from fresh by a membrane,

is subjected to pressure that is sufficient to upset the osotic balaniv,
and fresh water is extruded from the salt through the membrane.

Tbe method

does not york wel even in the laboratory, and may attempt on a large and
practical scale vould inevitably meet vith troubles.

One of the more serious

would be to keep the membranes from plugging up or collapsing under pressure.
Taking water out of salt is only me way of separating the tvo.
versely, one my remove the salt from the water.
advantage over those alresdy uentioeew.

Con-

Such processes have an

in that their costs vary sigifioantly

with the anunt of solids to be removed. unlike evaporative processes, whose
energy requirements change little if brackish (semi-salt) water instead of
sea water is used.
Methods for removing salts are largely chemical in nature.

The classic

one is the silver-salt precipitation unit developed for life raft use during
the war.

Unfortunately. the very high costs of the chemicals naturally

eliminate precipitation methods from consideration.

Iu recent years a ne

chemical process, the ion exchange method, has been developed.

This sakes

use of resins that alter the chemical nature of salt water to produce fresh
water.

The resins, hývever, have to be periodically renewed, and th,. chemicals.

together with sam of the desalted water itself. needed for this regeneration
seriously affect the econoq of the process.

In fact, the cost is prohibitive.-
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$000 an aere-foot--2eept foe' the treatment of braeckish water which contains
fewer solid p•ticle than sea water.

Israel has recently built a pilot

plant of this kind for Just such a purpose.
One other method, the electrolytic ion echange proceses, should be
mentioned if only because of the recent interest in it.

Although the details

of comercial units have not been released by the amufacturer, they obviously
apploy a modified form of electrolysis.

Under ordinary circumstances the

ultimate effect of electrolysis on salt water would be to decompose water into
its constituants, hydrogen and xgen, leaving a muddy, concentrated residue
of solids.

In effect,

ne wuld end with

at but no water.

In the method

under discussion, however, this situation is forestalled by different membrmoesp
permeble to ions of one kind of electrical chwage imperm ble to those of
another.

A swaie of cells sep•rted by muob membanes produces concentrated

solutions of salt water in am of thm, fresh water in others.

It was

iginally asserted by the manufacturer that fresh water could be made in this
my for $30 to $65 an acre-foot.

One can only suppose, hoverer, that these

costs were unduly optieistic, for according to recent news reports they have
been revised upard to $5W an acre-foot.

Oreser efficiencies in the future

wy bring this dowe to around 230.
The whole queetn of deterdiing the costs of tuning salt water into
fresh is admittedly a difficult one.

With few eceptions, no plan"t with

a capacity sufficient to mot the needs of a esmnity have ever been built.
Sam of the processes described have not even be o
In addition, costs supplied by the mmfta

or deser

ted in the laboratory.
are often suspect

became one seldem iMovs hew thae have been eetAed, or Whebther amortisation,
obsolsesence, operating epensse and wma

costs have all been ineluded
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or adequately considered.

Furthermore, any coosideration of a future

reduction in costs is, by its very nature, hypothetical and depends, among
other things, upon a careful appraisal of future technological possibilities.
Scme conversion processes, for instance, appear to have reached the limits
that present and expected future technology vill permit.
my inprove vith time.

Others can and

In any such survey as this, complete and rigidly

exact costs are out of the question, but the estimates that have been nade
are approximate.

Approximations are all that we can ask for.

After all,

one cannot reasonably object that cost estimates come out of something that
resembles a crystal ball.
for them.

Ukfortunmtely, there is no other place to look

One may only ask that the ball be free of obvious cracks.

From the viev of conserving natural resources and of estimated lowest
ultimate cost per unit of fresh water, those processes which use temperature
differences, the Claude method, for instance, and direct solar energy are
the mat economical and most promising for development.
energy is not at present a solution to the problem.
considerably Lwer than they are na,

The use of atomic

Uititl its costs are

we are going to have to cotinue

using the more conventional sources of power.

It should be resarked, however,

that the ecooqmW of processes which take the slt

out of the water, as dis-

tinct from those that remove the water from the salt, Is directly related to
the amount of solids present.

It is reabe

to suppose that the fomer

processes MY be used in the near future for the treatmet of brackish waters
where removal of one or two thousand parts per million an produce good
irrigstion water.

Mw counter-flov ion exchanse syste

may be able to remove

one thousand parts of solids for about $190 per acre-foot.

It has been said

that the electrolytic iou exchange sytew cm do the saw job for $10 an

P-546-Rc
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acrm-foot.

Other more conservative estimstes place this cost at about $1

an acre-foot.

An amnlysis of costs shoulA comsider the possibility of mkestable
by-products.

The ocean contains at least traces of half the elmuts, an

it is technically possible to extract thsm.

thfortumtely, only sodium ad

Mzposium salts an bromine can am be mtracted eccunomially, an these are
so abundsnt an cheap that there is very little profit in them.

In eait ion,

if really large volums we produced (an it is possible that efficient
extraction my depen upon large volume), potential pins my be offset
by a Ml in Prices.

One mait conelude that the reduction in the cost of

voter covwersiom by the sale of by-products is not sglpiflant.
So question of cost is a critical am In this argumnt.

ftere is no

pesent lack of vater; there ts mote than esough rea4ily available.

In

Southern 0tiforlas, as elsewbere, the so-called voter shortage always turns
out in the ean to be a question of what the next Inessate
If we co•mre the estImted costs of conv•rt•n

of •ater vi.U cost.

sa water into fresh with

p:esent costs of ntrust voter In fLifarmia -- and

lifornia prices of

$5 - $20 an amr-foot are zroeseemttive of water costs In ma
of the Wtted Itates -- the ammr is clear.
to

vmral hudreM timn

with a vawaes.

PrdabLA

salt qster coa
ad at

eafteet efftilsa;ie

mi•m OWt.

met of tLqrMo

mO

41stin @&eA
ther

d sea-m

ea water can cost from sevem
water.

Umr are sma

seachamime

the beet that ma be osdl Is that the hmapeit

ieI pro"" o

Wact In from Veg
the

as mob as xatums

other parts

tgod
is
er

seratlAg at sm Indefinite tim in the ftture
be aongtitive In price with atumal Vater
. tee

Already• are sch placst al•ag

aom, Useetbre, to m awep the developm iMcm matemo&.-&

there am so Go

stl
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areas of Q7 size in the United States where this situation exists today or
is likely to develop in the foreseeable future.

IV.
If we are really going to do something useful about our water supply,
the economic facts of life should impel us in a slightly different direction,
not tovard salt water conversion -- certainly not immediately -- but in the

direction of conservation, redistribution, and reclamation of the water we
already have and use.
Increasing the natural su;ppy of water by artificial nucleation over
wide areas does not sem Immediately feasible in spite of enthusiastic reports
in the nevsp•pers and the claim of professionl and amateur rain-makers.
Under certain conditions there is pretty good evidence that cloud seeding

seryes to deeras"e rather thea increase precipitation.
to have sove value in specialized local area.

rt appears, hcvever,

In cbinatiou with additional

masures, artificial aerodynamic barriers and artificially altered reflectivity
of the earth's surfase,
where we want it.

it my in the future asslst nature in depositin

It is not likely to bec

rain

a source for large spplies of

fresh water. There are in7 other more precticable and profitable thimp to
be doe.
Om of the first things we mgt do is to reduce the evaporative losses
of water from stomp lakes aod reservoirs.

In sme extreme instances it

is probble that the waste by evaporation equals the saont Idra for use.

For enagle, a recent study by the Tedeval govemrt showed that losses by
evmporation at TAM Seteer in Oklanoms smated on the averge
per et

of the outflow.

Snc

then the i

to about 90

estltors hav moe to lawe
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Veed# m although re••lts hve not been released, the losses there, if
ompeweble to those at Lake Heftser my ap

dimate 800.000 acre-feet a year,

a quantity of water nearly oqual to all that to coeaumed by the gzreater Los
Angeles amea in the same lmagth of tim.
How to put an end to this wste is not presently kmnuw.

NA until

recently ws it oven poesiblo to mnamro it with any dogreo of precision.
Whatover cam be dones however, by o1l layr
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twofold:

a

Increase in the cost of pumping water from this underground

source an a costly intrusion of a

water Into the aquifer as far inlan

fhe important thing about these costs is their

as two or three mriles.

inequitable distribution.

The increased cost of pumping falls upon all

well woers, regmrNless of where they live; but the intrusion of

se ter

involves a mejor, even cotasttrohic, loss only to those directly affected,
and no loses at all to those further Inland who mW be equally responsible
for the cnition.

It is the Intrusion of salt vster that constitutes the

really serious problen because it my In time do itrrale*

to the

dam

aquifer as a wbole, and because the cost of the dampe lies disproportionately

heavy, and therefore inequitably, upon property omners mar the comst.
other words the private cost of ipiag does not accuratel

In

reflect the social

costs.
What is needed ber

is a wvter use tax on papers that vill reflect the

social cost of the Intrusion to the coammity a a whole.

or

Proratl

rationing the use of water is a coarsatively inefcient ramese.

It does

little or nothing to prevenw aste by the Indlida•l pumper and thea,

the quote Is reached. auto off the sj V
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this is precisely the
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sea water to fresh water for production of food in the conventional nanner*
Hand in hand with consrvation goes redistribution wherever this will
result in a more economic use of water.

While the four metropolitan counties

have a Colorado River allocation of about 1,050p000 acre-feet, the Imperial

Valley and adjacent areas have alloeations of about 4,150,000.
have residual claims.

Other areas

Issentially all the water for areas outside the coastal

region goes into relatively low-value agricultural uses.

It is therefore

quite possible that by the time the heavily populated coastal area is paying
$50 for its water it•my be able tomake a satisfactory agrement to by

some of the water allocated to other sections.
There is stll one other huge source of fresh water that must be
mentioned.

Startling though it Is at first glance, this is the reclmation

of fresh water from swep.

This is the sort of thing that delights,ngIneers

and economists but makes ordinary people grow pale.

Whether we like it or

not# reclamation of eeactly this kind is going on inadvertently in river terns
that use the sae stream at once as a emmon mover and a eouco of fresh water.

It is also going on in Southen COdifenda where the oerflow fr
of soptic tanks eates the aquifers, to be
misipal and r

tional puwpoeee.

hamf

evauge t~roug

crudami
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Conside•itg the risistence people an put up ogaivit

WavIN thomelves and their dogs Iamised for disea,

the lega prebim would far outweigh the tecimical.

tIng It

Is perfectly feasible.

one W4iht Vees that

As a problem In engineer-.
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All things Considersd this source of fresh water is such closer to
being available at a mich lowe cost than water provided by any known means
of sea-water conversion.

It my, in factp be more economical than piping in

water from very distant sources.

In the Los Angeles area more water is avail-

able from somp than is now brought from the Owen-Nmno watershed.

This means

that about 4A,00 acre-foet a yearw or about half the total amoumt of water
now being used, could be made available for the Los Angeles area from this
source alone at a cost between $30 to $35 an acre-foot.

As more water is

dnnm from the Colorado by an Increased population, proportAinately mwe water
will be available throug
feet a year.

reclamation, conceivably an additional million acre-

It is a seimpe instonce of to him that hath shall be given.,

If 1,&0O,000 acre-feet of water from reclaimed sewgo are added to the
quntities

AA

e from all other natural saroeee-730,000

from the grod,

320.000 firm the Oms River, 1#050,000 from the Colorado, and 850,000 from
the tleather lvwr-%4

thesu Califrnida has a potential supply of well over

four adMilon acre-feet of fresh water a year.

And these are sources and

qua= ties that are In asmes degree determa

e. Additional ments of water

that my eventual• mm throumh pwentien of evaporation
alloeatim ot ether regons,

r futw er
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pace with total popujation, each Just about doubling.

The per capita use

during this time remained almost constant, increasing slightly in homes and
industries, decreasing on farus.

Assuming then that the population will

continue to grow, but barring a radical increase in the rate of growth, one
my conclude that the potential supply of fresh water (throuh the $50 - $100
cost range) of appracimately three times the present consumption will be
adequate for a long time to come, at least twenty years, perhaps even longer.
Reclamation, conservation, redistribution-these are measures that can
usefully be employed, and not only in California but in other places as we1l.
Most of them are already feasible, and in contrast to methods for conver ing

sea water into fresh water they are inexpensive.

Singly and together they

can furnish large increments of fresh water when they are needed.
are needed is a impeortant consideration.

When they

The aqueduct to the Colorado,

indispensable as it is today and a monument to civil ensgineeing, m
been built at least five years too soon in that only comparatively
wa made of its facilities for about that length of tim.
m

ie in heavy interset and

venture in public finance.

have
inor use

What it cost

am'tAat~en
charges sac it an

mput•siv

We eam mroe the ssme mistake all over api by

rushing to construct salt-water conversion plnts baeore we need them. Tbem'
my com a tim In certain ares of the country when we shll have to tun
to the oeeen for fresh water# when salt-water conversion wll be lees
empensive than sq other soursee ,t

that tie

Is not noew

Certainly not

wihm large quantities of fresh water an already at hd md svm larger
quantities, wil be available foe yeswe to eome.

It we

tp

talkin

water sotages end consia. the poblm in term of supoy en

aboat

oses, we

AiUl be p4gmaed to do smething sensible about it when ws need to do it
and not before.

